Simply Special

The sleek style of Vertical window blinds

Strata SPC® Parchment

Our extensive fabric range
will give you total creativity
when choosing the look and
feel of your vertical blind
Perhaps the most complete window
furnishing option, vertical louvre blinds
offer you maximum flexibility. The
innovative design allows the louvres to
be drawn neatly back to the side to offer
unlimited clear views. The louvres can be
rotated through 180 degrees allowing the
user to totally control light levels within
any room and yet maintain privacy.

"Our collection offers a
fabulous array of designs,
colours and textures”

The vertical fabric range is an eclectic
mix of beautiful jacquard weaves and
designs in contemporary colourways,
seductive suedes, exotic grass effects
and organic natural hues, all of which will
create window blinds of pure distinction.
Available in 89mm(31/2”) or 127mm(5”)
our vertical louvre blinds and are
made to measure to meet the exact
requirements for each of your windows.
Our vertical blind fabrics feature finishes
which allow them to be easily maintained
to keep your blinds looking great for
many years to come.
We offer a comprehensive collection of
vertical fabrics that combines luxurious
textiles and fabulous colours with your
own unique decor to provide a window
furnishing solution second to none.

Regency Honey

Elegance & style
Window blinds of pure distinction

Carnival Sunflower

Panama Olive

Chatsworth White

Pharaoh Papyrus

Choose a Slimline Vogue® headrail.

enhance your interior
design scheme.

Our premium headrails
are the ultimate in style
and luxury.
Our unique vertical louvre blind
operating systems provide you with
a further opportunity to personalise
your window decor. Select from Piano
Black, Champagne Gold, Brushed
Aluminium, Ice White or Espresso
Brown.

Piano Black

Champagne Gold

Ice White

Brushed Aluminium

Slimline Vogue® operating systems
feature finishes which will maximise
the impact of your louvre blind
complementing either classical or
contemporary furnishing for that
luxurious finishing touch.
•

Designed to operate effortlessly,
Slimline Vogue® is a superior
operating system that looks as
good as it performs.

•

Elegant round profile will
complement other
design influences.

•

Life cycle tested to provide
trouble free operation for years
to come.

•

The choice is yours. Contrasting
or co-ordinating internal and
external components allow
further personalisation.

•

 nique valance provides an
U
opportunity to mix or match
textiles and finishes to the
operating system.

Espresso Brown

Matching and contrasting fabric
valances

CHILD SAFETY!
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Cord and chain tidy

Mono command® wand
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Superior headrails for the ultimate in style
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Beautifully finished

Child Safety in the home is
a primary concern for us all
especially where young children
are concerned, so to minimise the
risk of unfortunate accidents we
recommend the use of our safety
options on all vertical blinds such
as cord and chain tidy, cord and
chain cleat and wand control.

Vertical louvre blinds are
the most versatile of all
modern window furnishings
Bedroom

Operating systems that provide
rotation of louvres to allow you to
combine privacy and light control to
satisfy whatever mood you wish to
create.
Louvre width choices across hundreds
of different textile textures and
colours combine to create a vertical
collection that cannot be matched
anywhere in the world.

Dining Room

In-house manufacturing expertise
of the highest order combines with
carefully selected weaves to create
window furnishing textiles that carry
the unique Louvolite signature.

Office

All you could ever need is available
within the collection, from classical
clean simplicity to high performance
solar control fabrics. Luxurious faux
suedes and delicate sheers to blackout
fabrics for total light control.

Living Room

The most versatile window furnishing
is also the most sophisticated.
Rediscover how the vertical louvre
blind can change the way you feel
about window furnishings.

Kitchen

BE COOL... STAY WARM... SAVE MONEY
Window blinds reduce solar gain in
your home during the summer months.

VERSATILE
SOPHISTICATION
Vertical blinds suit every room in the home

Carnival Claret

Reducing heat build up provides a more
acceptable room temperature and
reduces air conditioning requirements,
saving you money.
Window blinds reduce the amount of
heat lost through windows when it’s
cold outside.
This thermal loss reduction helps the
heat stay in your home when you need
it and reduces your heating costs.
Window blinds help you ‘‘‘‘‘‘‘Be Cool
and Stay Warm’ providing improved
living conditions and saving energy.

Heat gain reduction in summer

Heat loss reduction in winter
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Carnival Purple

Contact your local supplier today:

www.louvolite .com

